
Learning Benefits

Share your masterpiece with us by
tagging us:

hapeUK hape_uk

Craft your own festive garland decoration!

Hape Christmas Garland

You will need:

Scissors Glue 1h 30minColouring
Pencils

String

4-6
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Print, assemble and decorate!Suggested for 4 Years +
1. Print the decorations and colour in the designs
2. Cut out the shapes, making sure the shape is attached to the side
3. Fold each shape like a card and glue the string inside
4. Use the same string to attach the Heart and Circle shapes

Fold and place the string inside
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Print, assemble and decorate!Suggested for 4 Years +
1. Print the decorations and colour in the designs
2. Cut out the shapes, making sure the
          shape is attached to the side
3.       Fold each shape like a card and glue 
          the string inside
4.       Use the same string to attach the
           2 bauble shapes
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Suggested for 4 Years +
1. Print the decorations and colour in the designs
2. Cut out the shapes, making sure the
          shape is attached to the side
3.       Fold each shape like a card and glue 
          the string inside
4.       Use the same string to attach the
           2 star shapes

Print, assemble and decorate!
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Suggested for 4 Years +
1. Print the decorations and colour in the designs
2. Cut out the shapes, making sure the
          shape is attached to the side
3.       Fold each shape like a card and glue 
          the string inside
4.       Use the same string to attach the Star and
           Circle shapes

Print, assemble and decorate!
Fold and place the string inside
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Suggested for 4 Years +
1. Print the decorations and colour in the designs
2. Cut out the shapes, making sure the shape is attached to the side
3. Fold each shape like a card and glue the string inside
4. Use the same string to attach the Tree and Star shapes

Print, assemble and decorate!
Fold and place the string inside
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Christmas Garland 

Front

Back

Attach all decorations to a single string to form your garland!

Print, assemble and decorate!


